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Digital Nutrition™:
Managing your digital diet + 

mental health during COVID-19 
(and beyond)

Jocelyn Brewer
Psychologist | Cyberpsychology researcher

AOC Q&A Series – March 31, 2020
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How do we stay human* 
in a digital world

* kind, authentically connected, empathetic, conscious
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How do we hack back 
control from devices?
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What is Digital Nutrition?

•Uses the analogy with food to help steer us away 
from an obsession with screentime and counting 
digital calories.
•Designing savvy digital habits that keep us at the 
controls of our tech use – amplifying the positive 
aspects + benefits, avoiding the pitfalls 
•Understanding the mechanisms used by developers
to keep us scrolling & swiping and what ethical tech 
design looks & feels like.
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Why Digital ’Nutrition’ 
(not digital detoxing)?
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Forget unplugging, 
just don’t over-plug!

• Unplugging is unrealistic for many 
people in the gig economy

• Being offline is a luxury
• Look towards intelligent and 

intentional use.
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Too much info for our brains
to process it effectively
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Digital distraction & ‘infobesity’
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How do we become Indistractable

Indistractable: How to control your attention and choose your life by Nir Eyal
– published by Bloomsbury Sept 2019
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Clarify the stuff  that *really* matters
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Tech 
taming 
tactics
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Kill your notifications already!
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Step away from the 
social media sushi train!

Diversify your ‘digital diet’
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Think in terms of  
‘virtual vitamins’
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#disruptyourfeed

New research from 
The Female Lead. 

TL;DR – inserting 
positive role models 
and messaging, 
following people you 
admire and topics 
that inspire you has 
positive impacts on 
wellbeing.
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Don’t share 
unverified information

Fake news and misinformation is another 
pandemic we’re in the middle of.

Whatever level of your ‘influence’ taking 
responsibility for what message you share 
and amplify is important - and can have an 
influence on you/your personal brand.
Consider carefully what information you 
post, always – the internet never forgets!
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‘Digital superfoods’ for 
COVID lock-down?

• Exercise apps – lots are free, you don’t 
need a gym or fancy equipment!

• Mindfulness and health apps: My 
picks - Smiling Mind and One Giant 
Mind. SuperBetter is great for goal 
setting.

• Alternative games: Games for Change
• Short courses: Udemy & MOOCs 
• Messaging & video platforms: Discord
• Memes not spam – sprinkle in humour
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Apply the 3M’s of
Digital Nutrition
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• Watch my TEDx talk
• Join a Reboot Digital Parenting course
• Enrol in my Inbox, manageable course
• Book a coaching/counselling session
• Subscribe to my monthly newsletter
• Follow me on social media channels

• Twitter for news articles
• Insta for memes and LOLs 

• Read articles and blogs
• get tech/life balance hacks
• read new research in simple language

Keep learning & stay in touch!
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Questions?
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